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February was a horrible month for risk assets and a great one for safe havens. Equities 
tumbled dramatically.  The US, Europe, UK and Japan all fell 8-10%.  Emerging markets 
fell only half as much with China holding up reasonably well.  US Treasuries rallied more 
than 2% while commodities also fell hard, with energy in particular falling by double 
digits.  The USD was stronger and gold was flat. 

Who saw that coming? 

It’s fair to say that market participants did not expect such a violent reaction to the 
unfolding Coronavirus epidemic.  After all, for the 7 weeks of 2020 up to February 19, 
the market was making multiple all-time highs, even though they were well aware of 
the economic devastation being caused to China, the world’s second largest economy.  
 
Well, markets are there to frustrate the maximum number of investors, and they have 
done it once again.  
 
The best description of the market implications that we have come across was in the 
Wall Street Journal a few days ago: 
 
“The coronavirus represents something new: a non-financial, exogenous force whose 
impact on the global economy is huge and unknowable. The smartest minds on Wall 
Street and beyond are having difficulty discerning whether the epidemic will end up 
being a short- term disruption, or a more sustained and lasting threat that upends the 
lives of millions of people around the world.  

Will the offices and factories and schools of America and Europe close up like the ones 
in China did? Will the streets empty out and shops shutter their doors as people retreat 
to their homes? How long will it take for scientists to understand the workings of the 
virus and develop medicines that can slow it down? Until the answers to some of those 
questions become clearer, traders say, the market could have trouble finding a 
bottom”.  

The fact is there are too many unknowns.  Below are the headlines of two of the major 
articles that appeared in Barron’s this week (Barron’s is the weekly sister publication 
of the Wall St Journal). 
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Both articles make their case eloquently and it is easy to agree with both.  That’s 
exactly the problem we all face.   There is no right or wrong other than in hindsight. 
So, it is better to take a step back and see how previous major events affected markets 
– see below graphic.  You can easily draw your own conclusions that this too shall pass.  
 

 
 
What is important (as we have said many times in the past) is that your assets are 
quality, low-cost assets, well diversified and invested as per your tolerance to risk. 
 
The Elgin Analysts’ Team 
 

Disclaimer 

The information in this article should neither be regarded as an offer nor a solicitation to buy, sell or otherwise deal with any investment referred 

to herein. As a regular rule, the value of any investment may rise or fall. Past performance is not an indicative of future results. Do not take 

unnecessary risk and always request advice from an investment professional before undertaking any investment. 


